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2004 Film by Suryan Amma Appa ChellamDirected bySuryanProduced byL. Vijay SubbiahM. SaravananM. KumaranWritten byVivekhananth (dialogues)Screenplay bySuryanStory byVivekhananthStarringBalaChaya SinghMusic byBharadwajCinematographyK. V. ManiEdited byP. SureshrajhanProductioncompany
Ramadevi Cine EnterprisesRelease Date 3 December 2004 (2004-12-03) Running time135 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageTamil Amma Appa Chellam (transl. Father, mother, Chellam) is a 2004 Indian Tamil film directed by Suryan. The film stars Bala and Chaya Singh, with newcomers Sathya, Nizhalgal Ravi, Periyar
Dasan, T. P. Gajendran, Thyagu and Vijay Krishnaraj in supporting roles. The film was musically framed by Bharadwaj and released on December 3, 2004. [1] [2] Plot Chellam (Bala), who comes from a poor family, passes two exams with distinction and receives the first rank in the district, which makes his parents
(Periyar Dasan and Sabitha Anand) proud. Studious Chellam then joins a college in Chennai. His college colleague (Chaya Singh) Nanditha, who comes from a wealthy family, befriends him and slowly falls in love with him. Chellam loves them too, but he refrains from revealing his feelings because improving his parents'
lives is his first priority in life. After completing his studies, the trained Chellam struggles to find a good job, and Nanditha wants him to show her his true feelings. However, Chellam makes it clear that his parents are much more important than anything else and breaks So Nanditha's heart. Chellam then decides to start a
dairy farm, but he needs a bank loan to start his project. His cousin Kumar (Sathya), who worked in Malaysia for many years, helps him get a bank loan. Chellam works hard and improves his parents' state of life as he wanted. When Chellam finally decides to reveal his love to Nanditha, she gets engaged to Kumar.
Chellam, who is trapped in a difficult situation, cannot reveal his love or end the wedding because of the respect he has for his cousin. On the eve of their wedding, Nanditha secretly meets chellam and asks him to marry her, but he refuses. On the day of the wedding, the heartbreaking Nanditha tries to kill herself by
jumping into a well and Chellam saves her from drowning. Kumar inquires about her love and really supports her. The film ends with Chellam and Nanditha getting married. Cast Bala as Chellam Chaya Singh as Nanditha Sathya as Kumar Nizhalgal Ravi as Nanditha's father Periyar Dasan as Kannaiah, Chellam's father
T. P. Gajendran as Kumar's father Thyagu as Pannaiyar Vijay Krishnaraj as Govindaraj Sabitha Anand as Velamma, Chellam's mother Thar Nanditha's mother Megha as Akila T. S. Muthu Mayilsamy as Vinayagar Soundtrack Amma Appa ChellamSoundtrack von BharadwajReleased2004Recorded2004GenreFeature film
soundtrackLength23:53LabelSony Music IndiaProducerBharadwajBharadwaj chronology Dreams(2004) Amma Appa Chellam(2004) Chellam(2004) The film music and the soundtrack were composed by the film composer Bharadwaj. The soundtrack, released in 2004, includes 5 tracks by Arivumathu, Snehan and
Vivekhananth. [3] [4] TracklistNo.TitleSinger(s)length1. AariraroK. S. Chithra4:562. Neeyum NaanumSrinivas, Reshmi4:513. Mudhal MudhalaiSathyan, Mahalakshmi5:034. Pattam PoochiMahalakshmi4:505. PoraadinaalKrishnaraj4:13Total length:23:53 Release Balaji Balasubramaniam of bbthots.com praised the
performances of the actors and called the film pleasing despite its slow pace, adding: Leaving the story alone, the director noticeably avoids elements that could lead to vulgarity or violence. [5] Another reviewer praised cinematography: each frame is remarkable. The way to all the shooting is simply great, but criticized
the script and the music of the film. [6] The film flopped at the box office. [7] References to Find Tamil Movie Appa Amma Chellam. jointscene.com. Archived from the original on February 1, 2010. Retrieved September 2, 2019. • December release schedule. Sify. Retrieved September 2, 2019. * Amma Appa Chellam
(2004) - Bharadhwaj. mio.to. Retrieved September 2, 2019. * Amma Appa Chellam of Bharadwaj. jiosaavn.com. Retrieved September 2, 2019. Balaji Balasubramaniam. AMMA APPA CHELLAM. bbthots.com retrieved September 2, 2019. * Tamil Cinema Review - Amma Appa Chellam. cinesouth.com. Archived from the



original on February 7, 2005. Retrieved September 2, 2019. Behind the Woods : Amma Appa Chellam! .... Next?. behindwoods.com. 11. April 2005. Retrieved on September 2, 2019. External links Amma Appa Chellam on IMDb Retrieved from Jiorockers, also known as Telugu Rockers, is a leading website for full movie
watch online and free download. Movies has the special ability to communicate and entertain in a mode of consumption and entertainment, and it's a perfect relaxation for most people. But sometimes you can get into a dilemma if you want to enjoy a movie in the evening but can't find any resources. Here at Jiorockers,
we solve the problem by providing valid download links from Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and other high-quality language films so that you can download and watch desired movies. Kee Tamil Movie Sentiment Scene Jiiva Nikki Galrani Anaika soti R J Balaji You are wanted by Appa Movie Exam Over Whatsapp Status mp4
Video Download. We found a total of 10 from the web. Whatsapp Status Check mudinjiduchi- Appa Film uploaded by English pesunalum thamizhan since probability found the best possible result on YouTube. You can also see check via whatsapp status | Status check | Exam over | Exam Closing Status | Checking
Whatsapp status could make it another better Be. All videos are displayed here from different Internet sources. Download Appa Movie Exam Over Whatsapp Status mp4 Video. Appa MovieExam via Whatsapp Status pagalworld Video. Appa Movie Movie About Whatsapp Status wapwon video mp4, hdvidz Appa Movie
Exam Over Whatsapp Status mp4 video download, songspk Appa Movie Exam Over Whatsapp Status videos thookathil unnai pattri ninaipaval kadhalimoondru eluthu kavithai solla sonnal, muthalil soluven ammasontha kalil nirkum pogum pothuthan therikirathumanaiviyin petchai kekkatha kanavarkal 2020 2020
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